Life Journal Prompts
Declutter your thoughts
and be inspired.
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TRANSFORMATIVE CLARITY
Allowing your thoughts to flow out of your mind and onto paper
brings about the kind of clarity that can be life changing. It can
intensify your love for life.
Journalling is a stress-relieving, momentum-building, ideaforming game changer. And this is not an over exaggeration of
the power of journalling...It is transformative.
Consistently exploring your thoughts, in written form, gives you
realizations and ideas you may have otherwise ignored. Digging
deep into your most inner thoughts, fears and dreams helps you
tap into your best creativity, strength and love.
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WRITE AND BURN
Write as if you are going to burn it (and then burn it).
Journalling is an amazing way to purge old, useless thoughts. If
limiting beliefs and frustrations bubble up, write them down. Be
100% raw and authentic as you write. Don't hold back, and get it
all out.
Then, safely burn those old, useless thoughts! Strike a match and
release your old believes. It is a very cathartic and healing
practice.
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FREE FLOW VS. PROMPTS
There is no right or wrong way to journal. You can either use
prompts or simply dump your random thoughts onto the page.
Getting your thoughts out of your head opens up space for
creativity, productivity, clarity and peace.
Some days, you'll know what you want to explore and some days
you will feel like there is nothing to write about. On those days,
open up this guide and pick a journal prompt. There are so many
benefits to a daily journalling practice:
Improved physical health
Mental clarity
Emotional stability
Improved self confidence
Increased productivity and creativity
Better self awareness
Enjoy getting to know yourself a little better....
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WISDOM PROMPTS

My definition of wisdom is....
“By three methods we may learn wisdom: first, by reflection,
which is noblest; second, by imitation, which is easiest; and
third, by experience, which is the bitterest.” -Confucius Explore
your thoughts on this. Do you agree?
When I was a child, I was fascinated with this
topic/idea/theory/subject: _________. I'm still curious about it
and want to infuse more of it into my life by.....
If I were in a foreign land and didn't speak the language, how
would I communicate with others? What would the
conversations look and feel like? How would such
conversations stretch me, intellectually?
If I had absolutely no self-imposed limitations or
restrictions, this is how I would regularly choose to
expand my mind....
If I had the opportunity to attend one of the most prestigious
universities in the world and study any subject I would dive into
the study of......
As I think about myself towards the end of my life these are the
skills, crafts and wisdom I am glad I passed onto others....
Something I will learn more about this year is ________
because.....
I am an intelligent human with so much wisdom to offer
this world. This is the speech I will someday give at a
college commencement ceremony....
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SPIRITUALITY PROMPTS

For me, spirituality means.....
In my perfect world, I would engage in this spiritual practice
(define this for yourself) on a daily/weekly/monthly basis in
order to achieve.....
The implications a daily spiritual practice would have on my
life.....
We all have those "tap on the shoulder" moments: Those times
when we are drawn to do something we wouldn't normally do.
What could happen if I started paying to those taps on my
shoulder?
These are the things I want to make time for in order to deepen
my spiritual practice....
If I could have a conversation with <insert spiritual leader you
admire> this is how that conversation would go.....
A spiritual practice that I don't know a lot about, but intrigues
me is ________ because.....
I know that my spiritual practice serves me well because.....
I am questioning my spiritual practice because.....
Spirituality is important/ is not important to me because.....
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FAMILY PROMPTS
In my dream life, this is what my family looks like.....
In a perfect world, this is how my family and I would interact
and connect with each other.....
I would love to incorporate these family rituals into my life.....
I understand that it is not my job to change anyone else. I can
only change myself. A few positive changes I can make that will
help my family dynamics are.....
I want to start mending this relationship with <insert family
member> because.....
Being family doesn't mean someone is allowed to be toxic
around me. I give myself permission to set these boundaries
around this person.....
It is safe for me to release this family member from my inner
circle.....
My family is unique and special in these ways.....
What makes my ideal family life different than my current
family life? Here are a few things that could change to get
closer to an ideal situation.....
Write a letter to a family member you need to forgive. You
don't have to mail it because this is for you, not them.
Write a letter to future self or a younger version of yourself.
List all the things you love about your family or a specific
family member. Note: This is a GREAT exercise to do when
you irritated with someone...very healing.
These are the top 10 things that make me grateful
for my family.....
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HOME PROMPTS

My ideal living situation looks like this....
(location, who lives with you, how your day looks, etc.)
My ultimate dream home is.....
(location, style, size, get detailed)
I share my home with ______________ and they bring me so
much joy because.....
Here are 10 words describing my ideal home.
When I wake up every morning, this is what I want to see, hear,
smell, feel, taste.....(details, details, details)
My core desired feelings for my home are.....
(how and why do you want to feel this way in your home? Do
the same for every room of your house)
This is how my home supports my dream life.....
When visitors arrive in my home they immediately feel.....
When I step through the threshold of my home, I immediately
sense.....
If I close my eyes, I know I am home by how it feels, and
this is how home feels to me.....
Home is where the heart is. This is what I love most
about my dream home.....
My favorite thing to do at home is.....
Imagine your home is featured in Better Homes &
Garden Magazine. Write an 'article' showcasing your
dream home.....
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FRIENDSHIP PROMPTS

This is my ideal social life.....
This is what my ideal birthday party looks like.....
This is what a perfect interaction/conversation looks like for me.....
I only surround myself with people who make me feel amazing.
These are the people in my life who bring me closer to my core
desired feelings.....
I am SO grateful for this/these person/people because.....
I love doing these things with my friends.....
One of my favorite memories with friends is.....
Someone I have lost contact with, but want to reach out to is
________ because.....
A friend who has impacted my life, but I have never told them is
_________. Even if you don't send it, write a letter to that person
telling them so.
I would love for ___________ to be part of my ”inner circle” .....
My ideal friendships have these qualities.....
These are the people currently in my life who I consider
ideal/amazing friends.....
What kind of friend am I, and how would my friends
describe me?
How do I hope my friends describe me?
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ROMANCE PROMPTS

Describe your perfect match.
The physical characteristics of my dream partner are.....
When I am with my partner I want to feel.....
My boundaries surrounding my romantic relationship include.....
This is how I love to spend the day with my dream partner.....
Write, in detail, what your perfect, fantasy date-night looks
like...
Describe how you would like to receive love from your partner.
(Do you know your love language?)
These are the things I am committed to doing for my partner.....
I know I am loved when.....
What I want more than anything in a
relationship is.....
These are the top 10 things I appreciate about my lover.
The non-negotiables in my romantic relationship are.....
I am avoiding a discussion about __________ with my partner
because.....
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HEALTH PROMPTS

My body is an incredible tool that allows me to live out my
dream life. So, in my dream life, this is how I feel about my
body.....
I want to wake up each morning feeling.....
My favorite thing about my body is.....
This is how I prefer to nourish my body, and how I feel
afterwards.....
My preferred ways to stay fit and healthy involve.....
My favorite way to take care of myself is.....
List 20 things you love about yourself.

List 20 MORE things you love about yourself.
To me, self-care means.....
Something I've always wanted to try, but haven't done
so yet is.....(yoga? meditation? running? eating less
carbs? eating less animal fat? eating more animal fat?)
This is how I currently feel in my own skin.
One new area of health and fitness that want to explore is......
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ADVENTURE PROMPTS

If fear did not exist in my universe, this is the adventure I would
embark on.....
I look forward to exploring.....
10 countries/cities/attractions I’d love to visit.....
A few things I'd like to start experiencing (that I don't currently
experience) are.....
In my dream life, I attract these kinds of experiences.....
Something I'd love to do, but have never told anyone about is.....
It would be my wildest dream come true if this were to
happen.....
The itinerary for my dream vacation.....
My ideal day looks like this.....
One year from now, I want to say that I experienced.....
I deserve to have wildly fun adventures. This is one adventure
I'd like to have in the near future.....
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CAREER PROMPTS

My ideal work week looks like this.....
My dream job is.....
If I weren't in my current career, I would do this instead.....
If money were not an issue, I would want to spend my time
working on this.....
If I could collaborate with anyone in the world it would be
_________ because.....
My idea of work-life balance is.....
My deal work schedule looks like.....
This is a detailed description of my ideal client/colleague.....
Think of someone in your field that you look up to or admire.
Imagine you get to sit down with them for a one-on-one
consultation. What are you going to ask them? Write out the
conversation in detail.....
Think of someone who has had an impact on your career path.
It can be a boss, co-worker, grandmother, teacher, etc. Write
that person a heart-felt thank you letter. You don't have to
mail it to them, but it would be nice ;)
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WEALTH PROMPTS

When I think about how much money I currently have in the
bank I feel.....
This is a limiting belief I have surrounding money.....
I am working on breaking down this money block.....
I can flip around my limiting beliefs surrounding money. Here
are a list of some abundance mindset beliefs I prefer to have.....
To me, abundance means.....
When I think about how much debt I have I feel.....
My relationship to debt looks like this.....
A few financial goals I have are.....
These are the things my money does for me.....
I love money because.....
I can use my money to make my corner of the world a
better place in these ways.....
As a child, I heard these things being spoke about money
& they have influenced me in these ways.....
My positive opinions of money are.....
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I hope you are able to embrace a journaling practice that encourages you
explore different areas of your life so that you can reduce stress, enhance
your health and increase clarity. It's one of the best mental decluttering
tool you can use.
I still have a LOT more to share with you about decluttering, de-stressing
and simplifying. Click the links below for more resources:

LovingYourHomeClub.com
Facebook Community

tons of articles

Curated Inspiration Boards

